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We report on the application of synchrotron radiation based high-resolution grazing-emission x-ray
fluorescence �GEXRF� method to measure low-level impurities on silicon wafers. The presented
high-resolution GEXRF technique leads to direct detection limits of about 1012 atoms /cm2. The
latter can be presumably further improved down to 107 atoms /cm2 by combining the synchrotron
radiation-based GEXRF method with the vapor phase decomposition preconcentration technique.
The capability of the high-resolution GEXRF method to perform surface-sensitive elemental
mappings with a lateral resolution of several tens of micrometers was probed.

The production of ultraclean silicon wafers is one of the
most important issues for Si-based microelectronics technol-
ogy. According to the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors �ITRS� �Ref. 1�, a sensitivity below the level
of 109 atoms /cm2 for transition metals on Si wafer surfaces
is needed. At present, the total reflection x-ray fluorescence
�TXRF� method2–5 combined with intense synchrotron radia-
tion �SR� sources offers the best possibilities for measuring
very low concentration of impurities on Si surfaces. Using
SR beams, a sensitivity level of 108 atoms /cm2 for direct
detection of Cu was achieved.6 On the other hand, in the case
of low Z impurities, such as Al, the achieved detection limits
�DLs� by means of the SR-TXRF technique are still above
the ITRS requirements.1,7,8 Moreover, the SR-based TXRF
technique, which employs the grazing incidence geometry,
cannot benefit from the available microfocused x-ray beams
at synchrotrons in order to perform high-spatial resolution
two-dimensional �2D� surfaces mapping. Therefore, further
development of new direct techniques to measure metallic
impurities on Si wafers is still a challenging problem. In this
context, the application of the SR based grazing-emission
x-ray fluorescence �GEXRF� technique for measuring x-ray
emission from Si-wafer impurities can be regarded as a good
alternative. In the GEXRF technique, which is a kind of
inverse of TXRF, the excited x-ray fluorescence is observed
at grazing emission angles �exit smaller than the critical angle
�c.

9–12 Such a geometry results in a relative enhancement of
the characteristic fluorescence emission from the surface
with respect to the substantially decreased fluorescence sig-
nal from the bulk substrate.

In this paper, we report on a high-resolution GEXRF
technique developed for the detection of low-level impurities
on Si surfaces. In this method the grazing emission geometry
is combined with a wavelength-dispersive spectrometer. The

measurements were performed at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility �ESRF� in Grenoble, France, at the beam-
line ID21, employing a von Hamos-type crystal
spectrometer13 for the high-resolution detection of the fluo-
rescence x rays from the impurities deposited on Si wafers.
As for small grazing emission angles �exit, the photon beam
spot on the target, observed in the direction defined by the
Bragg angle �Bragg, appears as a linelike x-ray source; the
spectrometer can be operated in a slit-less mode �see Fig. 1�.
In such a setup, the angular resolution with which the x rays
were measured at a given exit angle is defined mainly by the
crystal Darwin width being of the order of microradians. Due
to the slitless operation the detection efficiency of the spec-
trometer is strongly increased. Moreover, for grazing emis-
sion angles tuned below the critical angle for the Si K� line
�0.901°�, the observed x-ray radiation, which is due to the
evanescent waves propagating along the Si/vacuum inter-
face, gives information only on surface impurities from a
depth of a few nanometers. In order to measure the K-, L-,
and M x-ray fluorescence emission lines of different ele-
ments, the von Hamos spectrometer was equipped with am-
monium dihydrogen phosphate �ADP� �101�, SiO2 �110�, and
Ge �220� crystals. With this setup, the spectrometer can

a�Electronic mail: szlachet@esrf.fr.
FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the SR based high-resolution GEXRF
setup employing the von Hamos spectrometer in a slitless geometry.
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cover an energy range between 1 and 7 keV, in the first order
of reflection with an instrumental resolution of about 1–2 eV
and an energy bandwidth for a single measurement between
50 and 200 eV.

The described high-resolution GEXRF technique was
first applied to the study of DLs of Al impurities on silicon.
In this case, as reported earlier,6,14,15 the DL for Al is affected
by the presence of the x-ray resonant Raman scattering
�RRS� process in Si. Indeed, for photon beam energies tuned
below the Si K-edge in order to avoid the strong K� fluores-
cence line, the x-ray RRS profile overlaps with the weak
fluorescence line from Al impurities. Consequently, the x-ray
RRS background sets a limit for the detection of Al impuri-
ties on Si surfaces. However, guided by theoretical calcula-
tions, we found that with the high-resolution technique the
x-ray Si RRS profile can be separated from the Al K� fluo-
rescence by an appropriate tuning of the photon beam
energy.16 The latter should be tuned just above the
Al K-edge, but not more than the difference between the
binding energies of Si and Al 2p electrons, i.e., 27 eV, in
order to separate the Al K� fluorescence line from the Si
RRS-KL profile. As an example the calculated spectrum for a
photon beam energy tuned 10 eV above the Al K-edge and
an instrumental energy resolution of 1 eV is shown in Fig. 2.
The x-ray spectra displayed in this figure were calculated for
a grazing exit angle of 0.6°, using the expression given by
Urbach and de Bokx10 and adopting the known cross sec-
tions for the RRS, x-ray fluorescence, and elastic scattering
of polarized primary photons. In more detail, the x-ray RRS
cross sections were calculated using the Kramers–
Heisenberg approach as described in Ref. 16, whereas the
Al K� fluorescence and elastically scattering cross sections
were calculated by means of the XCOM code.17 For the fluo-
rescence emission lines Lorentzian profiles convolved with
the instrumental resolution were assumed, while for the pri-
mary photons Gaussian profiles were used. It can be seen
that in this case only a weak x-ray Si RRS-KM profile re-
sulting from the transition of 3p electrons contributes to the
background. Here we would like to point out that in the case
of low-resolution �above 100 eV� detectors the separation of
the Al K� line from the Si x-ray RRS profile would not be
possible. Following the arguments discussed above, a photon
beam energy of 1570 eV was used for the excitation of the
Al K� fluorescence line and the x rays were observed at a

fixed exit angle of 0.6°. which is below the critical angle for
the Si K� fluorescence. The x-ray beam delivered by the
wiggler was monochromatized by two Ni /B4C multilayers.
In such a setup, a beam size of 1 mm2 on the sample with an
intensity of about 1011 photons /s was obtained. To deter-
mine the Al DLs, the Si wafers were intentionally contami-
nated using calibrated Al solution from Merck.

Further, in order to study more systematically the DLs of
the high-resolution GEXRF technique for other elements, the
K�, L�, and M� fluorescence lines of different elements in
the energy range between 2 and 7 keV were measured. For
higher excitation energies, the x-ray beam was delivered by
an undulator, whereas the same monochromator was used. A
photon flux of 1012 photons /s was obtained. Two photon
beam energies were used, namely, 3.65 keV to measure the
emission lines of Y, Tl, Pb, Bi, Ag, Cd, K, and 7.2 keV for
Ca, Ba, Ti, Cr, Mn, and Fe. The two series of spectra were
measured at emission angles of 0.7° and 0.2°., respectively,
both values being below the critical angle for the K� line of
silicon. The samples were prepared using the same procedure
as the one described for Al samples, but in this case, a mul-
tielemental �23 elements� standard calibrating solution was
used.

As an example, several high-resolution GEXRF K�, L�,
and M� fluorescence x-ray spectra are shown in Fig. 3. As
can be seen, the high-resolution x-ray detection allows for
very good separation of the x-ray fluorescence lines. In ad-
dition, we found that the measurements performed at grazing
exit conditions by means of the high resolution von Hamos
spectrometer are characterized by extremely low x-ray back-
ground conditions. The measured background in the range of
10−4–10−5 counts /s corresponds in fact to the noise level of
the spectrometer measured without the beam on the sample.
Thus, the contribution of the elastically scattered photons,
x-ray fluorescence, and x-ray RRS process from the Si sub-
strate to the measured background is negligible. This result is
of prime importance indicating that in contrast with the
TXRF method, the high-resolution GEXRF measurements

FIG. 2. �Color online� Calculated x-ray spectrum for an Al contaminated
�1012 atoms /cm2� Si surface showing the Al K� fluorescence line as well as
the elastic and Si RRS profiles contributing to the x-ray background.

FIG. 3. Examples of the K� �Al, Cr, Mn�, L� �Ag, Cd�, and M� �Tl, Pb, Bi�
x-ray fluorescence lines measured by means of the high-resolution GEXRF
method for different experimental conditions.
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can be performed at almost background-free conditions.
The DLs, normalized to a standard measurement time of

1000 s, were obtained from the intensities of the fluorescence
line �NPeak� and the corresponding background level �NBack�
by means of the standard expression.2 The obtained DLs are
depicted in Fig. 4. As shown, the direct DLs of the high-
resolution GEXRF method are of the order of
1012 atoms /cm2. The reported DLs for the TXRF method
are similar or better. However, it is no longer the case when
the vapor phase decomposition �VPD� preconcentration5

technique is used. For the combined TXRF-VPD technique
the sensitivity enhancement, for a given wafer size, is indeed
determined by the area of the semiconductor x-ray detector
window �typically 30 mm2�, while for the high-resolution
GEXRF-VPD the enhancement factor is related to the size of
the photon beam spot on the target. In fact, it is given by the
squared ratio of the photon beam size on the sample to the
wafer diameter. However, this assumption is only valid when
the diameter of the dried droplet is smaller than the beam
size. As reported earlier, the VPD spot diameter is indeed
about a few hundreds of micrometer.18,19 Since in our syn-
chrotron radiation based GEXRF technique the beam spot is
small, typically 1 mm2, the VPD enhancement factor is up
to three orders of magnitude higher than in the TXRF
method. Consequently, for wafers about 300 mm in diameter,
lower DLs of the order of 107 atoms /cm2 could be achieved
by means of the high-resolution VPD-GEXRF method �gray
bars in Fig. 4�.

Moreover, the high-resolution GEXRF method com-
bined with microsized SR photon beams provides also a
unique possibility for performing surface-sensitive elemental
2D mapping x-ray measurements. In order to probe the map-
ping capability of this technique one-dimensional �1D� scans
across a pattern of Cr strips deposited on a Si substrate were
performed. The Cr strips were 10 nm thick, 80 �m wide,
and were separated by 80 �m. The variation in the fluores-
cence intensities of Cr K� and Si K� x-ray lines as a func-
tion of the beam position on the sample is shown in Fig. 5.
For these measurements, the beam size was 25 �m and the
striplike Cr/Si structure was scanned by moving the sample
with a step length of 20 �m. The fluorescence signal was
recorded at emission angles of 0.7° for Cr and 2.0° for Si. As
can be seen from the figure, the variation in the Cr K� fluo-
rescence intensity agrees rather well with the 80 �m width
of the Cr layer. For the Si K� x-ray line the result is similar,

but the intensity evolution is reversed. The effect of the ab-
sorption of the Si K� x rays in the 10 nm thick Cr layer is
strong due to the small angle of observation. At 2°, the path
length of the Si K� x-rays through a 10 nm thick Cr layer is
about 0.3 �m resulting in �30% absorption of the Si K�
intensity.
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FIG. 4. Determined direct DLs for the present high-resolution GEXRF
method �black bars�. The estimated DLs for the combined VPD-high-
resolution GEXRF technique are indicated by gray bars.

FIG. 5. Results of 1D scans across a pattern of Cr-strips deposited on a Si
sample performed at grazing emission conditions.
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